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About This Game

You are John Dalton, an ex-Marine assigned to patrol the edge of human space as a Marshal for the Terran Colonial Authority.
Unexpectedly, your monotonous life is shattered by a chilling distress signal, plunging you into an adventure beyond belief.

Violent turmoil among the races has erupted on your watch. Thrust into a conflict that will determine the fate of the galaxy, you
are humanity's only hope for salvation. Only you can prevent the Awakening.

Not Your Average Mission - Command a team of marines defending a ravaged base. Infiltrate an enemy stronghold.
Rescue the trapped survivor of an alien raid. With a demanding array of objectives, you have one overriding goal -
survival. Be ready for anything.
Unreal Graphics and Sound - Awe-inspiring graphics immerse you in a swarm of alien worlds full of breathtaking
scenery and brutal action. 3D sound envelops you in hailstorms of bullets, mind-jarring explosions and the eerie chatter
of alien tongues.
From Your Mind to the Game - Use the included Unreal Editor software to create your own levels of Unreal play.
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Design your own game mods and challenge others to enter your personal Unreal Universe.

© 2003, Epic Games, Inc. All rights reserved. Epic, Epic Games, Unreal, and Unreal II are trademarks or registered trademarks
of Epic Games, Inc. in the United States of America and elsewhere.
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Eh it's alright, I wouldn't really call it the same good Unreal but it had a good story campagin,
Combat? it was okay though not the best as in Unreal Gold
Overall?
Story - 7/10 Meh
Combat - 5/10 just didn't feel the same. I like the game a lot. I payed when i was like 14 and i still enjoy it 7 years later.
Great story, good grafics for that time. One of the best olden gold fps games.. This game is okay. I mean the gunplay isn't
anywhere near as good as the first Unreal (UT99), and the story is cliche-ridden swill, but it's not awful. If it's on sale, and in a
pack, it might be worth your time. Though if you buy this game in a pack with Unreal/UT99, play those more as they're simply
amazing games.

There needs to be a button inbetween "yes" and "no" like an open hand shaking with a "meh, maybe.". Unreal 2: The Awakening
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale. its good but not great.. The perfection of classical Science
Fiction shooters.

Unreal 2 combines a gripping storyline with old school shooting, tactical & variating gameplay and some very satisfying
weaponry.

. A vast improvement on the first Unreal. Fantastic and well thought out levels, a broad arsenal of weapons which pack a punch
and the amazing soundtrack which gives every Unreal game it's signature.. As Captain Mal Reynolds, you command a marvelous
ship and a daring crew, as you zip and zoom about the galaxy fending off bounty hunters, pirates, and nasty studio execs
desperate to cancel your journey in it's prime so that it can be later turned into a big fancy hollywood movie. Certified "Fresh"
by Rotten Tomatoes.
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This is Unreal II, YEAH!. This game got unfairly bashed in reviews back when it came out. Playing it for the first time in 2018,
I found it tries to do a lot of stuff that we take for granted in todays games. Not everything goes smoothly for U2 though, but
overall it's an enjoyable game. Not super, not comparable to U1 (totally different gameplay), but quite good on it's own none the
less.. The ending is still better than mass effect 3.. The biggest plus for Unreal II is that at its release it showed off the next step
in graphics,at that time.
The game itself for me was horrible one one too many levels. Where to start?
Story: General and cheesy with low budget actors and no room for character development.
Weapons: While some have interest concepts, the weapons in this game feel like they do extremely low damage to every enemy.
Music: Generic and forgetable
I could go on like this with something negative about every aspect of the game.
To top it off the game is forcebly making the main character run VERY SLOW giving the idea that the game is longer than it
actually is and surprise,it does not have a multiplayer which is the most interesting part of the Unreal series.
Do yourself a favour and stick to the Unreal Tournament series and give this one a pass.. Pales in comparison to the rest of the
franshise.

Large amount of pointless exposition.
Frequent glitches that cause crashes to desktop.
Intriguing outdoor environments, but box you in to small sections of it.
Decent combat, but not memorable.
Game overall feels bland and uninteresting.

Unreal Gold is a much better single-player campiagn.. The good old days.....haven't felt such for a long time...the nostalgia. my
copy will not run on my system do do this :LockRect failed: D3DERR_DEVICELOST

History: UD3DRenderDevice::ReadPixels <- UD3DRenderDevice::Present <- UGameEngine::UpdateProgress <-
UGameEngine::Draw <- UWindowsViewport::Repaint <- UWindowsClient::Tick <- ClientTick <- UGameEngine::Tick <-
UpdateWorld <- MainLoop

Build: Mar 14 2003 13:26:15

any help will be appreciated.. could be more bats
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